EZ
BACCARAT
NO COMMISSION BACCARAT
EZ Baccarat plays as regular baccarat except that it replaces
the taking of a 5% commission on every winning Banker hand
by “barring” one specific winning Banker hand - a three card
total of seven. The appearance of this hand is the “Dragon”.
When the Dragon appears, wagers on the Banker side push.
Customers can make an insurance bet - the Dragon 7 bet - that
pays 40 to 1 when the three card winning Bank hand occurs.
The object of the game is the same as regular baccarat, which
is to get a point count closest to 9 on whichever of two possible
hands the player wagers. All face value cards and ten value
cards have a point value of zero and Aces have a point value of
1. The card point values are summed, and the tens column of
the total count is ignored. The customer makes a wager on the
Player hand, the Banker hand, a Tie hand or combinations of
the above.
The customer can also place a side bet on the Panda
8 - a three card winning Player hand totaling 8. This bet pays
25 to 1. The Player side is paid even money. All other bets lose.
When wagering on the Tie, Dragon 7 or Panda 8 without
a Banker or Player wager, that wager must meet the table
minimum.

EZ Baccarat, Dragon 7, Panda 8 and DEQ words and designs are
trademarks of DEQ Systems Corp.
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ADDITIONAL WAGERS

Dragon 7™
A Banker win with a 3 card total of 7 is called a Dragon 7;
and optional bets made on this winning outcome are paid
40 to 1. The Banker side is a “Push”. All other bets lose.

Panda 8™
A Player win with a 3 card total of 8 is called a Panda 8; and
optional bets made on this winning outcome are paid 25 to 1.
The Player side is paid even money. All other bets lose.

Must be 21 or older and have valid state-issued identification to enter or gamble (18 or older for pari-mutuel wagering)
in any Pennsylvania casino or participate in any Harrah’s promotion. ©2013, Caesars License Company, LLC.
Know When To Stop Before You Start. ®

GAMBLING PROBLEM? Call 1-800-GAMBLER.
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